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 One step onto the hallowed grounds will prove that Mark-Taylor has the ingenuity to teleport desert-weary travelers to a refreshing beach-inspired escape.

It’s no wonder San Pedregal apartments have the word “regal” in the name. Located in Phoenix, these luxury
apartments have pulled thematic elements from the coast starting with their 24-hour sandy beach swimming pool.
The outdoor whirlpool spas, cabanas, barbecue grills, 42 inch flat screen TVs, free wi-fi, and sand volleyball court
will also help Arizonans utilize the three digit temperatures to their advantage. The Mark-Taylor living community
also offers residents a kitchen and fireplace clubhouse, along with a 24-hour fitness room complete with modern
equipment, free weights, and a wireless entertainment system. Men and women steam rooms and showers are
also accessible to conclude every residents’ recreation time on a clean note.
 
In addition to the decadent amenities, San Pedregal has five different floor plans to choose from. Apartments are
available in one, two, or three bedroom models measuring from 1009 to 1476 square feet. Prices range from $829
to $1320 a month, and with the indulgent fixtures involved, the pricing is well worth it. Apartment features include
nine foot ceilings with fans, tile flooring in the entryway, kitchen, and bathrooms, mirrored walk-in closet doors,
marble vanities, intrusion alarm systems, and patios with storage rooms. Built-in microwaves, refrigerators with ice
makers, self-cleaning ovens, and full-size washers and dryers are pre-installed among oak cabinetry for added
convenience and comfort. The San Pedregal community is also accommodating for the little ones—both child and
critter. On-site children’s playground and swings allows kids to safely rumble and tumble outside while an on-site
dog park venue does just the same. For all these reasons and more, it is easy to see why San Pedregal is a breath
of fresh air among the masses. For more information on Mark-Taylor San Pedregal apartments,
visit www.mark-taylor.com/arizona/san-pedregal. 
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